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Kerry Tepper is a Senior Associate Attorney in the Agoura Hills office. Known for his
aggressive defense against claims, Kerry zealously works towards prompt and
favorable settlements and resolutions.

For over 20 years, Kerry has effectively cross-examined hundreds of litigants and
expert witnesses in depositions and trials to achieve favorable results for his clients.
He has proven himself essential to his clients, often aiding in formulating plans for
cross-examining opposing doctors in workers’ compensation cases. Kerry’s
background includes workers’ compensation, personal injury, employment,
medical malpractice law, and numerous trials and arbitrations.

Kerry grew up in southern California. The infinite learning in law inspired Kerry to
pursue a career as an Attorney. He lives by the phrase, “Work hard, play hard.”

When time permits, he enjoys playing racquetball and going surfing and snow
skiing. Aside from Kerry’s active hobbies, he also enjoys playing the acoustic guitar.
An ideal weekend for Kerry comprises of spending time with his family and friends
barbequing or attending a sporting activity.

Kerry’s favorite novel is Kite Runner by Khaled Hosseini because it enlightens
readers about other societies in the world. Fun fact: Before law school, he traveled
to almost every state in the U.S., various countries in Europe, and Israel and Egypt
all in nine months.

EDUCATION

Thomas Jefferson School of Law, San Diego – Juris Doctor 1984•

University of California at Santa Barbara – Political Science 1979•

ADMISSIONS

State Bar of California•

Specialties:

Defense of workers’
compensation claims on
behalf of employers, insurers
and third-party administrators

Related Services
Workers’ Compensation Defense

Alternative Dispute Resolution (ADR)

Subrogation

§132a Discrimination

§4553 Serious and Willful Misconduct
Claims

Walk Through Settlements

Rating Consultation
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818-575-9876

AGOURA HILLS, CA

WCAB VENUES COVERED:
LONG BEACH, LOS ANGELES, MARINA DEL REY, OXNARD, POMONA, SAN
LUIS OBISPO, SANTA BARBARA, VAN NUYS
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